
To learn more about CGE Energy programs, visit our website at cgeenergy.com 
or contact us at 248.446.1344.
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Don’t let a rebate put your project on hold.  Start saving today!

Utility Rebate
Guarantee Program

Each week that an energy 
project is not installed at 
your facility could mean 
an additional $1,000* in 
energy savings that you 
may have experienced!  
With CGE Energy’s Utility 
Rebate Guarantee 
Program, there is no 
reason to wait.

*$1,000 in weekly energy savings is based 
on the average energy savings from
a sample of ten auto dealerships.

75% of the utility’s rebate... Guaranteed.

Utility rebate availability is limited... But not with CGE Energy.

State and local utilities have been very successful with their energy e�ciency rebate 
incentives, but they have set careful limits within these programs.  Each year these 
rebate programs run out of funding towards the end of summer.  High demand for 
energy rebates has already pushed DTE Energy’s program to 100%, and Consumers 
Energy is soon to follow.

The fall is also when business shift their focus to their exterior lighting. With daylight 
hours shortening, night time appearance, safety, and lighting energy e�ciency 
become top priorities. CGE Energy can help you reduce energy use and improve your 
bottom line.

Regardless of rebate availability, CGE Energy will match and guarantee 75% of your local utility’s 2014 rebate value. 
What’s more, CGE Energy’s rebate will be taken o� of your project proposal as a line item discount, so there’s no waiting 
6-8 weeks for the rebate to come back.

In exchange for our guarantee, customers assign their project’s utility rebate to us for redemption if funds become 
available in 2015. Historically, rebates have decreased year-over-year.

However, if there are rebate funds over and above our guarantee, we pass those back to our customers. 

Enjoy energy savings... Now.
Each week that an energy project is not installed at your facility could mean an additional $1,000* in energy savings that 
you may have experienced!  With CGE Energy’s Utility Rebate Guarantee Program, there is no reason to wait.

We know rebates.
After performing hundreds of projects with DTE Energy, Consumers and 
other utilities, we know how to handle rebate applications. We are trusted 
and respected in the industry for our audit and rebate accuracy and are 
recognized as a DTE Trade Ally.

Some exclusions may apply to certain circumstances and projects. Contact CGE Energy to verify your facility’s eligibility.


